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Abstract: -To understand the musical instruments in detail, mathematical models for their behavior need to be 

developed. This understanding helps one knowacoustic principles and human perception of that instrument. 

The work is focused on mathematical analysis of box shaped acoustic guitar and primarily its music notes. It 

will help modeling the guitar string which is a distributed system. It can be excited either by plucking it or 

picking it. A set of 252 acoustic guitar notes are collected from each guitar player/artist by plucking all the six 

strings and 20 frets of each string by finger as well as pick. The aim of this work is to calculate and compare the 

frequencies generated by different methods such as Octave Multiplier and Linear Mass Density 

(LMD).Frequency analysis is carried out for different samples of music notes based on plucking style, finger or 

pick, plucking position and plucking expression.Understanding the different parameters contributing to 

generation of music notes on all frets of guitar string helps in modeling the acoustic guitar. The paper proposes 

a mathematical model for synthesis of Guitar notes. 

 

Key-Words: - Mathematical model, acoustic guitar, plucking, picking, octave multiplier,LMD, frequency 

analysis 

 

1 Introduction 
 
While focusing on the mathematics of the guitar as a 

string instrument, we divided the instrument 

analysis in three parts. The set of six strings with 

different physical parameters is the first part and the 

sound-board being the second part. Third part of 

analysis involves the interaction of the strings and 

sound-board. There are different styles in which the 

strings can be pluked. In case of acoustic guitar, we 

consider two styles of plucking, finger struck 

(plucked) and pick struck( picked). In [5] Gerald 

Schuller et al discussed 5 plucking styles finger-

style ( FS) , picked (PK), muted (MU), slap-thumb 

(ST), and slap-pluck ( SP) and the 5 expression 

styles normal (NO), vibrato (VI), bending (BE), 

harmonics (HA), an d dead-note (DN) for feature 

extraction of plucking and expression styles of 

electric bass guitar. Migneco [4] et al proposed 

physical models for plucked string instruments that 

explore a physically-inspired signal model for 

plucked guitar sounds that facilitates the estimation 

of both string excitation and resonance parameters 

simultaneously. Whereas in [3] K.Lanc et al 

considered testing of the musical instrument string 

motion. The analysis of physical parameters of 

string includes tension and mass per unit length of 

the string. These physical parameters influence 

fundamental tone of string vibration. Minor 

deviations do occur to measurement results 

performed on FenderStratocaster electric guitar by 

K.Lanc because of the fact that simulation model is 

idealized while in the experimental model, natural 

frequencies depend on music instrument structure as 

well and due to slight deviation of the exact 

plucking position during the measurements from 

position taken in simulation.  

The work is divided into four main parts; section 2 

covers the collection of Guitar notes, section 3 deals 

with mathematical analysis of plucked and picked 

guitar notes, section 4 covers the mathematical 

modelling of guitar notes and section 5 is about the 

discussion of the results and conclusion. 

 

2 Collection of guitar notes  

 
Referring to Figure 1, the fingerboard of guitar 

consists of 19 to 21 frets. The frets are arranged in 

logarithmic manner. Guitar strings produce sound 

by vibrating between two points, the saddle and 

either the nut or one of the frets. The notes have 

been recorded for each fret and every string 
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resulting 21 frets multiplied by 6 strings, i.e 126 

plucked (finger struck) notes. The arrangement of 

frets on fingerboard is shown in figure 1. Apart from 

the set of 126 notes, 6 more sound notes of open 

strings have been recorded. So finger_plucked and 

pick_plucked give 264 notes in total. For every 

category, may it be plucking expression or type of 

guitar model; it’s needed to take a set of 132 sound 

notes. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Acoustic Guitar 
 

Figure 2 showcases the analysis strategy for guitar 

notes. The guitar sound notes are collected on the 

basis of four categories, plucking style, plucking 

position, plucking expression and different guitar 

types. 

 

 
 

3 Mathematical Analysis of guitar 

notes  

 
When a guitar string is plucked, the vibration 

produces a standing wave between these two points, 

a) the saddle and b) the nut, in case of Open Strings; 

or the frets, in case of the note played. When the 

note is played, the string’s effective length is 

changed. The fretted length changes the frequency 

of the note produced. In open string, it’s the actual 

length measured between the nut and the saddle.  

As mentioned earlier, the pitch or the frequency of 

this wave, produced by a string increases by 

logarithmic scale by the relation,  

 

 
where𝑓𝑜 stands for ‘open string frequency’ and ‘𝑥’ 

represents the ‘string number’. This is also known 

as ‘Pythagoras fractions for fret spacing’. 

 

Figure 3 shows different frets to indicate the change 

in effective length with change in number of fret.  

Frequency calculation by linear mass density is 

done by using the well known formula, 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3 Arrangement of Guitar frets 

 

 

where ‘L’ is the effective length, ‘T’ is the string 

tension and ‘ρ’ is string mass density. Here the term 

√𝑇/𝜌 is known as linear mass density and this is 

calculated separately by Dr.Helmut Herminghaus’s 

devised formula.  

 

In summary, pitch depends on string length and 

string tension. If the string's mass per unit length 

remains constant, the longer the string, the higher 

the tension required to achieve the desired pitch. If 

the string's length remains constant, the higher the 

string mass per unit length, i.e. the heavier the 

string, the higher the tension required to achieve the 

desired pitch.  
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The mathematical analysis involves frequency 

calculation of guitar strings based on 1) Pythagoras 

fractions for fret spacing i.e octave relationship of 

the frets. 2) Physical parameters such as linear mass 

density and length of the string. String is tied 

between the bridge and nut on the fingerboard. So 

while considering the length, it’s the effective length 

of the string. (The effective length is sometimes also 

called as ‘fretted’ string length.) 

 

4 Mathematical Modelling of Guitar 

notes 

 
The work as said earlier is focused on study of 

mathematical relationship between the frequencies 

of all frets over a single string. Thoughmathematical 

relationship appears to be simple, physical 

parameters like string’s mass density and length 

have their own impact on frequency. This 

mathematical relationshipplays important role in 

tuning apps available on mobile phones. 

Here frequency analysis was done for approximately 

five hundred music notes from 2-3 artists. The open 

string frequencies were estimated by using simple 

autocorrelation formula. Once the open string 

frequencies are estimated, all fret frequencies can be 

calculated by octave multiplier method.  

 

The open string frequencies are given in Table 1. 

 

 
 

Table 1 Open String Frequencies 

 

 

 

Frequencies on all frets with respect to these open 

string frequencies by Octave Multiplier method are 

given in Table 2. 

 

These frequencies should match with the actual 

recorded notes of acoustic guitar. The frequencies, 

329 Hz, 247 Hz, 196 Hz, 147 Hz, 110Hz, 82 Hz are 

the open string frequencies as mentioned earlier and 

the whole table is formed from these reference 

frequencies. The other highlighted frequencies, 

which approximately equal to 440 Hz are the tuning 

frequencies for the respective strings. Normally 

string 1 i.e thinnest string E is tuned before playing 

acoustic guitar. The Table 3 gives the frequency 

values calculated by using the autocorrelation 

method for finding fundamental frequency. The 

tuning frequencies are highlighted here too. 

 

Another set of frequencies is prepared by the 

formula, in Table 4, proposed by Toyohiko Satoh, 

later devised by Dr.HelmutHerminghaus. Here the 

frequency calculations are done by considering the 

physical properties of string, effective length and 

linear mass density. Again the reference for this 

table is Table 1. 

 

When we know the open string’s frequency, we can 

calculate frequency at each fret: 1) based on octave 

relationship of frets 2) based on the scale length of 

the guitar (the length between the bottom of guitar 

i.e bridge/saddle and the top of guitar i.e nuts) and 

3) based of mass density, effective length and 

tension of the string. The table 5 summarizes the 

frequency calculations for string 2. Similar tables 

have been prepared for all the strings. This helps us 

to monitor the frequency value variations by Octave 

Multiplier and LMD methods with reference to 

actual frequencies measured by autocorrelation 

method for played guitar notes. 

 

Frequency calculations done by above mentioned 

three methods are verified by plotting the 

frequency spectrum as shown below. 
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Table 2 Frequency calculation by Octave 

Multiplier Method 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 3 Frequency calculation by 

Autocorrelation Method for played notes 
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Table 4 Frequency Calculations by Effective 

Length Measurement 

 
 

Figure 4: Frequency Analysis of String 2 Fret 1, 

Plucked by finger 

 
 

Figure 5: Frequency Analysis of String 2 Fret 1, 

Plucked by pick 

 

The Fourier graphs clearly show the harmonics 

produced. Once the harmonic frequencies are 

known a mathematical equation is written to 

generate the guitar notes. A string’s mathematical 

equation can be put as,  

 

X[n]=A1*cos(2*pi*fo/fs*1)+ A2* 

cos(2*pi*fo/fs*2)+……  

 

Considering as example of string 2 open plucked by 

pick, 

 

X[n]=A1*cos(2*pi*244.8/48000)+A2*cos(2*pi 

*244.8*2/48000)+….. 

 

5 Conclusions 

 
Frequencies calculated by linear mass density have 

higher values than the Pythagoras Fractions’ 

formula. Pythagoras Fractions’ method also known 

as Octave Multiplier is purely a mathematical 

formula. But when we consider the physical 

parameters of the guitar strings, it definitely gives 

different values than the ideal ones. Similarly when 

we consider the object for plucking guitar string 

such as plectrum/ pick and finger, even this object 

has different ways of interaction with the string. 

Finger plucked guitar notes have considerable 

variations from standard values compared with 

plectrum/pick plucked guitar notes. In picked notes, 

touching area or the area of contact is smaller than 

finger plucked notes and this interaction introduces 

sharply plucked notes. Fourier analysis is helpful in 

estimating the number of major harmonics forming 

the music notes.  After knowing and verifying the 
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frequencies, a mathematical model is proposed to 

generate acoustic guitar notes. 

This mathematical analysis also helps in tuning the 

acoustic guitars.  

 

 
 

Table 5 Summary of frequency calculation 

methods 
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